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victoria tweed bandmaster even better than the real thing - victoria 35310 bandmaster tweed clone 3x10 combo with
jensen p10r speakers played with a 1973 fender stratocaster with 1976 pickups miked by an akg c414bxlii and an akg
c451e both in api, victoria amplifier co 35310 t user review by jeffrey scofield - if you have an original i would seriously
consider having one of these two companies restore it many people still do not understand how much late fender tweeds
sound like vintage marshalls the victoria 35310 t can get you all the cream zeppelin who and stones tones you ve been
looking for this amp just also happens to be extremely portable, victoria 35310 or new fender tweed bandmaster les paul
forum - have any of you guys tried compared the fender bandmaster against the victoria 35310 yet from my past
experience the vicky stuff tends to be sweeter on the top end at least compared to the fender stuff that also includes the
hand wired fender too and while we are at it anybody here try the texotica stuff compared to that i don t think they do a 3x10
bandmaster but they do a cool looking, anyone have any experience with a victoria 35310 - the victoria was the tone i
realized that most of the times i d seen junior kid and others they d been playing victoria 45410s btw kid at one point ran two
but for the clubs i play the 45410 is just too loud i eventually settled on the 35310 and it has been great, victoria 35310 new
tweed bandmaster 3x10 reverb - the 35310 is a very versatile amp that delivers more pure tube distortion rather than
speaker breakup yet it also produces plenty of lush clean headroom a big favorite with our gigging customers the victoria
35310 shares the same tone control design of our other 28w amps which adds a certain amount of perceived gain beyond
the 1 o clock, victoria amplifier co 35310 user review by david 1hipb - victoria amplifier co 35310 overall rating submitted
june 28th 2000 by david 1hipb more reviews for this product more reviews by this member sound quality i use hollowbody
guitars both humbucker and p90 equipped with this amp exclusively this is the amp for westcoast jump blues or early
chicago blues take a look at who uses them, victoria amps who has one telecaster guitar forum - like al said above i
would go for a used vic then i would call mark at victoria tell him what you ve got in your amp tubes speakers and let him
make suggestions otoh these amps are great right of the box in spite of the standard issue jesnen special design speakers
my 35310 still sounds good, customer reviews victoria amplifier - you know that i own one of your 35310 since almost
two year s now and how much i love it which was the reason why i ordered my second victoria besides my reverberato
which has the best tremolo i ve ever heard i owned many amps over the past twenty years but my 35310 is the first amp i
like very time i turn it on, victoria1 guitar amplifier blueprinting - victoria brochure be sure look at the victoria warranty on
the back page it 35310 t three 10 speakers 50 s fender tweed bandmaster 5a4r gz34 2 x 6l6gcge 2 x 12ax7 1 x 5751 or
12ay7 victoria amp user reviews at harmony central click here to go to victoria amplifier official website 17 feb 03 the, 35310
victoria guitarbandmaster flight acouselectguit com - review mpn 35310 for sale 35310 victoria guitarbandmaster heavy
duty flight case 2600 the case also has four heavy duty wheels two of which are locking however it is an awesome and a
perfect for large bar or small room it has three special design 10 jensen speakers original no trades please, victoria golden
melody review premier guitar - victoria amplification has a well respected reputation in the industry of crafting amplifiers
that do just that incredible sparkling cleans that are powerful punchy and complex sounding mark baier of victoria started his
profession in 1993 recreating some favorite amps that in his eyes defined the roots of the rock n roll generation, victoria
regal ii amplifier vintage guitar magazine - mark baier launched the victoria amplifier company in 1993 intent on
reproducing the tones and aesthetic style of the great tweed amps of the late 1950s he began twisting these classic designs
into exciting variations that still pay homage to leo one example of this new direction is the regal ii
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